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"If we
cannot end
our
differences,
at least we
can help
make the
world safe
for
diversity."
- JOHN F KENNEDY
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Hello lovely ULIPpers!
This year, one of my goals for the SU was
promoting diversity awareness at our
University! We have therefore introduced a
Diversity and Inclusion Officer at ULIP and been
engaging in various projects such as diversifying
the curriculum.
For another part of this , I have put together a
pack on Diversity and Inclusion at ULIP. This
includes diversity awareness as well as how the
SU can help.
This year, I want to ensure that all students are
represented.
See you all around!

Kameni Chaddha
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Meet your diversity and inclusion officer,
Hi everyone!
I’m Kaiya and I am ULIP’s diversity and inclusion officer this
year. It’s my job to liaise with your SU in order to raise
awareness of diversity issues among the student body.
University can be an isolating place, sometimes even more so
if you are an ethnic or sexual minority, or if you have a
disability. So, if you have any questions about inclusion, don’t
hesitate to find me in uni or drop me an email!
(kaiya.murray@ulip.lon.ac.uk)

Kaiya Murray

LGBTQ+
At ULIP we do not tolerate any discrimination, offence or homophobic language or act
against our students. If you choose to take this further, you can look at our complaints
procedure in our Students' Union Constitution and you can also contact the University.
The LGBT+ community is massive in ULIP, so it is very important that students understand
why their inclusion in ULIP is so necessary.
There is a LGBT+ society at ULIP that all ULIP students can get involved with and it can feel
like a community when you're far from home. Especially as LGBT+ students are more likely
to have mental health issues, therefore it is useful to know our number of resources that
you can use while you are away and be part of a society.
There is a LGBT+ centre in Paris, and on their website you can find lots of information about
demonstrations that they're holding, exhibitions around paris, and activist events that they
get involved in such as the fight against AIDS. https://www.centrelgbtparis.org/
On the Welfare section of the website you can find information on sexual health clinics in
Paris and where to find advice on your sexual health.
https://www.ulipsu.eu/sexual-health.html

SpLD students

Having a Specific Learning Difficulty at university can be difficult. However it is important to
remember that there are people and resources here to support you.
If you have a SpLD, you can look into submitting a DSA application through Student
Finance. DSA stands for Disabled Students Allowance, and this is money that the university
receives to help support your studies. This could be through assistive technology that you
could be provided with, a printing allowance or study skills sessions at ULIP. However it can
often take a while for your DSA application to be processed, so make sure that you organise
this in advance as you may have to go to the UK for your DSA assessment. If you are having
trouble with doing your application, speak to a member of the Student Services team for
support.
At ULIP, some SpLD students are provided with Study Skills support sessions. This means
that someone will work with you on essay techniques, exam techniques etc that will be
best for your learning style.
SpLD students are also often given extra-time for exams so ensure that you use this if you
are elligible for extra-time and think that it may be beneficial for you.
You can also contact the ULIP disability advisor, Dr Charlotte Legg

Black, Asian and
minority ethnic
BAME students will have often
gone through different experiences
having grown up in a different
environment with cultural
differences. As well as this, often
BAME students may have to deal
with an attainment gap in terms of
achieving their academic goals and
targets. It is important that we
provide them a safe space for
discussion at ULIP.
Although we do not have many
societies for BAME students here,
you can always make one at the
start of the Academic year !
At ULIP, we can provide support for
our BAME community, this could
be through Study Skills sessions
that you can book in with Katie if it
concerns your academic needs.
You can also talk to your person
tutor.
It is also good to know that you can
access online counselling through
Queen Mary and speak to
Christopher Butler when he is in
ULIP by booking an appointment.

It is important to know the
difference between cultural
appropriation and appreciation.
Defined by the Cambridge
Dictionary, cultural appropriation
is "'the act of taking or using
things from a culture that is not
your own, especially without
showing that you understand or
respect this culture:". Therefore
cultural appreciation can be
interpreted as the act of taking
things from a culture that is not
your own whilst also
understanding and respecting this
culture.
It is really important that we
understand these concepts and
we are sensitive towards others
that may be from a BAME
background when perhaps
wearing clothing from another's
culture.

We may have
different
religions,
different
languages,
different
coloured
skin, but we
all belong to
one human
race"
- Kofi Annan

Beliefs,
religions
and
Faiths
We understand that every student
may worship in their own way and
the Students' Union and University
would not tolerate any
foul/offensive language used to
insult someone's choice.
Therefore at ULIP, we expect all
students to be understanding and
open-minded to others on this
topic.
If you're looking for a community,
Paris is a huge cosmopolitan city
that has a very diverse population
so you could search to find other
people who share the same beliefs.
There are also many current
religious students who you could
speak to, they could tell you more
about on how to get involved with
your belief while you're in Paris.
This could act as a great support
system.

There is a great section on religion
and faith on the SU website under
the welfare tab, you can contact
fellow ULIPers if you have any
questions.
https://www.ulipsu.eu/faith-religion.html

Diversity and your SU

Useful links:
SU constitution
QMUL code of
conduct: http://www.arcs.qmul.
ac.uk/policy/
ULIP SU Constitution:
https://www.ulipsu.eu/yourunion.html

The ULIP Students' Union Constitution Preamble states that:
"The aims and objects of the Union shall be pursued without
discrimination on the grounds of age, sex, race, religion, creed,
sexual orientation, disability or medical condition, except that
positive action as permitted by law may be taken with respect to
any disadvantaged section of the Union."
Our values of diversity and inclusion are at the core of our work
at the Students' Union. Therefore, in line with the constitution
and the Queen Mary Code of Conduct, we do not tolerate any
discrimination or offence to any of our students.
Dealing with a hate crime incidence: in the instance where a hate
crime has been committed at university, you must inform the
University CEO and the Students' Union President.
Following up on emotionally and mentally dealing with ate crime,
it would be advised to speak to the University Counsellor.

There will be events going on throughout the week
that the SU has come together to organise. So, get
involved and come along to learn new things!

Best wishes,
Your Executive committee

Tuesday 5.30pm
Debate on Race relations in the
basement

Thursday 1pm
Short documentary viewing on
LGBTQ+ in the cinema room
€1 entry

events
Thursday 5.30pm
LGBTQ+ event in the basement
Standard €5 entry!

thank you for
reading!

